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ABSTRACT
We test the subclasses of Horndeski gravity without Vainshtein mechanism in the
strong field regime of binary pulsars. We find the rate of energy losses via the grav-
itational radiation predicted by such theories and compare our results with obser-
vational data from quasi-circular binaries PSR J1738+0333, PSR J0737-3039, PSR
J1012+5307. In addition, we consider few specific cases: the hybrid metric-Palatini
f(R)-gravity and massive Brans-Dicke theory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The General Relativity (GR) is the universally recognized
theory of gravity. It successfully describes a wide range of
scales and gravitational regimes (weak field limit in Solar
System and strong field regime of binary black holes). To-
gether with Standard model, they represent two pillars of
modern physics.
Unfortunately, some phenomena cannot be explained
completely in the frameworks of these two approaches. The
accelerated expansion of our Universe has been found from
the Supernovae Type Ia (SN Ia) observations (Riess et al.
1999, 2004; Perlmutter et al. 1999; Spergel et al. 2007).
So an extra component called “Dark Energy” (DE) has
been introduced by Turner (1999), but the nature of this
phenomenon is not fully understood. The other prob-
lem is dark matter (Oort 1932; Zwicky 1933). It is
the invisible matter, which fills up galaxies and man-
ifests itself only in the gravitational interaction. Also,
this phenomenon can be described (apart from “new
physics”) by changing the gravitational theory at galaxy
scales (Capozziello et al. 2013; Borka Jovanovic et al. 2016;
Katsuragawa & Matsuzaki 2017; Shi, Li & Han 2017). Fur-
thermore, there is no any complete self-consistent quan-
tum theory of gravity. All these facts lead to an increasing
number of modified gravitational theories. One of the most
widespread approaches to create the modified gravity is to
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extend GR with higher order curvature corrections and ad-
ditional degrees of freedom (Alexeyev & Pomazanov 1997;
Alexeyev & Rannu 2012). But the simplest way to modify
GR remains adding of a scalar field.
The Horndeski gravity is the most general scalar-tensor
theory providing the second-order field equations which
evades Ostrogradski instabilities (Horndeski 1974). It
represents a covariant generalization of Galileon gravity.
Horndeski gravity suggests solutions for some GR’s prob-
lems. For example, the scalar field can play the role of
DE and explain the accelerating expansion of the Universe
(De Felice & Tsujikawa 2012). Therefore during last few
years in connection with all these circumstances, the
Horndeski gravity attracts a large number of researchers.
This theory has recently been studied extensively in
the context of cosmology (Germani & Martin-Moruno
2017; Kennedy, Lombriser & Taylor 2017;
Nunes, Martn-Moruno & Lobo 2017) and physics of
black holes (Tretyakova 2017; Tretyakova & Latosh 2018).
Taking into account the generality and importance of
Horndeski model, it is natural to ask how this theory
pass different experimental gravitational tests and impose
restrictions on its parameters. The Horndeski gravity
has already been tested in many experiments (cluster
lensing (Narikawa et al. 2013), the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) data (Salvatelli, Piazza & Marinoni
2016; Renk, Zumalacarregui & Montanari 2016) and so
on). Special attention should be paid to the recent works
of Ezquiaga & Zumalacarregui (2017) and Baker et al.
(2017) related to the verification of the Horndeski theory
using LIGO data for event GW170817 (Abbott et al.
c© 2018 The Authors
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2017) and the concomitant gamma-ray burst GRB 170817A
(Abbott et al. 2017). In these papers authors investigate the
speed of gravitational waves in various theories and show
that data of the binary neutron star merger GW170817
(Abbott et al. 2017) and the concomitant gamma-ray burst
GRB 170817A (Abbott et al. 2017) allow to restrict the
parameters of the Horndeski gravity.
The most general form of Horndeski gravity predicts
the existence of a fifth force which is strongly constrained
by precision tests at Solar System scales. If a theory in-
volves a scalar field for description of DE, it should con-
tain a mechanism for suppressing of the scalar interac-
tion with visible matter on small scales, that it relates
only to cosmological scales. The Vainshtein mechanism rep-
resents such a possibility (Vainshtein 1972). Originally it
was used in application to massive gravity (Vainshtein
1972). Now this mechanism is actively applied to the Horn-
deski models due to the presence of non-linear deriva-
tive interactions (Kimura, Kobayashi & Yamamoto 2012;
Koyama, Niz & Tasinato 2013). The Vainshtein mechanism
claims that it is not possible to ignore the effect of non-
linearity within the so-called Vainshtein radius rV from the
center of the matter source. Beyond rV , the linearization can
be applied. In this paper we consider the subclass of Horn-
deski theories which do not imply Vainshtein mechanism in
the strong field regime of binary pulsars. Such subclass of
Horndeski gravity reduces to the standard massive scalar-
tensor theories. A similar task was investigated in the work
of Hou & Gong (2018) where authors restrict their consid-
eration with massless case.
Investigations of other types of screening mech-
anisms, such as the chameleon (Khoury & Weltman
2004a,b), the symmetron (Hinterbichler & Khoury
2010; Hinterbichler et al. 2011) and the dilaton
(Damour & Polyakov 1994a,b), in the context of scalar-
tensor theories are widespread. The question about
screening effects manifestations in binary pulsars data
was considered earlier by Brax, Davis & Sakstein (2014);
Zhang, Liu & Zhao (2017). In this paper we focus only
on scalar-tensor models that do not imply any types of
screening mechanisms.
The discovery of the first binary pulsar system PSR
B1913 + 16 by Hulse & Taylor (1975) has opened a new test-
ing ground for GR and its extensions. It is important to em-
phasize that in binary pulsars one deals with a gravitational
field, which is stronger than in the Solar System. Moreover,
due to the high stability of the pulse arrival it is possible to
extract the dynamics of the orbital motion with such an ac-
curacy at which the effects of gravitational waves emission
could appear. The observable orbital decay of binary pul-
sars became the first experimental proof of the gravitational
radiation existence. Now observational data of the orbital
period change have a high accuracy. All these facts make
the binary pulsars an indispensable laboratory for studying
the behaviour of gravitational radiation in different models
of gravity (Pshirkov, Tuntsov & Postnov 2008). In addition,
pulsars allow to understand other physical processes better
(Ivanov, Pshirkov & Rubtsov 2016).
The scalar dipole radiation dominates in the expres-
sions for the orbital decay of the binary pulsars predicted by
scalar-tensor theories (Eardley 1975; Will & Zaglauer 1989;
Alsing et al. 2012; Zhang, Liu & Zhao 2017). This dipole
contribution to the gravitational radiation is produced due
to violations of the gravitational weak equivalence principle
(GWEP) (Di Casola, Liberati & Sonego 2015). This effect
becomes more pronounced in mixed binaries (binary systems
whose members have different gravitational binding energy).
The fact is that the dipole radiation is produced when the
system’s centre of mass is offset with respect to the centre of
inertia. So mixed binaries and eccentric ones seems to be the
best target to constrain scalar-tensor theories (Alsing et al.
2012). In this work, we test subclass of Horndeski gravity
(without Vainshtein mechanism as a first step) in mixed bi-
nary systems and impose restrictions on the parameters of
this model.
The structure of the paper is the following. In section
2 we discuss the action of the Horndeski gravity and re-
duce it to the standard massive scalar-tensor action. The
section 3 contains the field equations in the weak-field limit.
In section 4, we solve the post-Newtonian equations for the
tensor and scalar fields. Further, in section 5 we find the
motion equations of binary systems. After that, in section 6
we obtain the stress-energy pseudotensor using the Noether
current method, calculate the rate of the energy loss due
to the tensor and scalar gravitational radiations and derive
their contributions to the orbital period change. In section 7,
we derive the constraints on the parameters of the standard
massive scalar-tensor theories by the current observations;
also in this section we consider two specific models: the hy-
brid metric-Palatini f(R)-gravity and massive Brans-Dicke
theory, and impose restrictions on these models. We con-
clude in section 8 with a summary and discussion.
Throughout this paper the Greek indices (µ,ν, ...) run
over 0,1,2,3 and the signature is (−,+,+,+). All calculations
are performed in the CGS system.
2 MASSIVE SCALAR-TENSOR GRAVITY
2.1 Action
We start our consideration from the action of
the Horndeski theory, which is presented by
Kobayashi, Yamaguchi & Yokoyama (2011),
S =
c4
16pi
5
∑
i=2
∫
d4x
√−gLi +
∫
d4xLm(A
2(φ)gµν ,Ψ
( j)
m ), (1)
where c is the speed of light, g is the determinant of the met-
ric, and Lm is the Lagrangian density for the matter fields
Ψ
( j)
m labeled by j. Li are the gravitational Lagrangian densi-
ties:
L2 = G2(φ ,X), L3 =−G3(φ ,X)φ ,
L4 = G4(φ ,X)R+G4X [(φ)
2− (∇µ ∇ν φ)2],
L5 = G5(φ ,X)Gµν ∇
µ ∇ν φ − G5X
6
[
(φ)3+2(∇µ ∇ν φ)
3
−3(∇µ ∇ν φ)2φ
]
, (2)
where Gµν is the Einstein tensor, R is Ricci scalar, φ is the
scalar field, X = −1/2∇µ φ∇µ φ , ∇µ is the covariant deriva-
tive, φ = gµν ∇µ ∇ν φ , Gi(φ ,X) are arbitrary functions of the
scalar field φ and its kinetic term X , GiX =
∂ Gi
∂ X
. The choice
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2018)
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of the specific type of arbitrary functions determines the
particular gravitational theory.
In this work we consider the matter Lagrangian density
which depends on the gravitational fields according to
Lm = Lm(A
2(φ)gµν ,Ψ
( j)
m ) (3)
where A(φ) is an arbitrary function of φ . Using the conformal
transformation gµν → A2(φ)gµν , we move from the Einstein
frame to the Jordan one, where the matter fields do not
couple directly to the scalar field but the indirect coupling
occurs via the metric (Fujii & Maeda 2003; Esposito-Fare´se
2011; Clifton et al. 2012).
In our work we investigate only subclass of Horndeski
gravity without screening mechanisms. The general action
reduces to the considering model with the following set of
the gravitational Lagrangian densities Li:
L2 = G2(φ ,X), L3 =−G3(φ)φ , L4 = G4(φ)R, L5 = 0, (4)
and the function G2(φ ,X) includes only zero and linear con-
tributions of X .
Note that according to the GW170817 and
GRB 170817A data G4X = 0 and G5 = constant
(Ezquiaga & Zumalacarregui 2017; Baker et al. 2017)
and the discussed subclass of Horndeski gravity is consis-
tent with these constraints.
2.2 Matter action
Different modified gravitational models predict viola-
tions of equivalence principles which are basic for GR
(Di Casola, Liberati & Sonego 2015). In scalar-tensor the-
ories, the inertial mass and internal structure of a self-
gravitating body depend on the local value of the scalar
field. As a result, the laws of a self-gravitating body’s mo-
tion depend on its internal structure and the GWEP vio-
lates (Di Casola, Liberati & Sonego 2015). Eardley (1975)
first considered the interaction of two point-like masses in
the scalar-tensor theory and showed that in this case the in-
fluence of the scalar field on the internal structure of the
body can be expressed through the assumption that the
mass of the body is an arbitrary function of the scalar field.
So the matter action for a system of point-like masses can
be written as
Sm =−c2∑
a
∫
ma(φ)dτa, (5)
where ma(φ) are inertial masses of particles labeled by a and
τa is the proper time of the particle a measured along its
world-line x
µ
a . From (5) it is clear that the mass ma(φ) is
position-dependent (because φ depends upon position) and
hence the GWEP is violated. The stress-energy tensor of
such action (5) and its trace take the forms
T µν =
c√−g ∑a
ma(φ)
uµ uν
u0
δ 3(r −ra(t)),
T ≡ gµν T µν =− c
3
√−g ∑a
ma(φ)
u0
δ 3(r −ra(t)), (6)
where uµ = dx
µ
a /dτa is four-velocity of the a-th particle, dτ =√
−ds2/c, ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν is an interval, uµ uµ = −c2, and
δ 3(r −r a(t)) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function.
3 FIELD EQUATIONS IN THE WEAK-FIELD
LIMIT
The purpose of our work is to study the gravitational radi-
ation of binary pulsars. A pulsar is a strongly magnetized
neutron star. The surface gravitational potential of such ob-
ject ΦNS = (GNMNS)/(c
2RNS) = 0.2 (where GN is Newtonian
gravitational constant, MNS is the mass of the neutron star,
RNS is its radius). Therefore, the gravitational field around
neutron star is very strong. However we are intend to calcu-
late the energy flux carried away by gravitational radiation
from binary pulsars at large distances from the source (e.g.
at the position of the detector). At such large distances, the
value of the surface potential of the source does not have a
significant influence on the metric gµν and the scalar field φ .
Therefore, we can consider the perturbed field equations in a
Minkowskian background (Will 1981, 2014; Poisson & Will
2014). Hence one expands the scalar and tensor fields in the
limit of small velocities (v/c≪ 1):
φ = φ0+ϕ,
gµν = ηµν +hµν , (7)
where ηµν is the Minkowski background, hµν and ϕ are
the small perturbations of tensor and scalar fields of
order O(v2/c2), respectively, φ0 is the asymptotic constant
value of the scalar field far away from the source system
(determined by the cosmological background solution).
Note that, in this paper we do not consider the effect of
the cosmological evolution of the scalar field. The inter-
esting aspects of time-dependent scalar field background
were investigated earlier by Babichev & Esposito-Fare´se
(2013); Brax, Davis & Sakstein (2014); Sakstein
(2014); Galiautdinov & Kopeikin (2016);
Arnoulx de Pirey Saint Alby & Yunes (2017). Also here we
take a quasi-Minkowskian coordinate system. Such approx-
imation of weak field limit and small velocities (v/c ≪ 1) is
the post-Newtonian (PN) expansion (Alsing et al. 2012).
Taking into account expressions (7) and the fact that we
consider case of Horndeski gravity without screening, the ar-
bitrary functions Gi(φ ,X) can be expanded in Taylor’s series
around the scalar asymptotic value:
G(φ ,X) =
∞
∑
m,n=0
G(m,n)ϕ
mXn, n6 1,
G(m,n) =
1
m!n!
∂ m+n
∂ mφ∂ nX
G(φ ,X)
∣∣∣∣
φ=φ0,X=0
,
G(φ ,X) ≡ G(φ) for n = 0. (8)
Here G(m,n) are constants.
In matter action (5) the inertial mass also is an arbi-
trary function of the scalar field, which can be expanded in
Taylor’s series around φ0 too:
ma(φ) = ma(φ0)
[
1+ sa
ϕ
φ0
− 1
2
(
ϕ
φ0
)2
(sa− s2a− s′a)+O(ϕ3)
]
.
(9)
Further we denote ma(φ0) as ma which is the inertial mass
at the scalar asymptotic value. The quantities sa and s
′
a are
the ”first and second sensitivities”. These parameters firstly
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2018)
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were introduced by Eardley (1975):
sa ≡ ∂ (lnma)
∂ (lnφ)
∣∣∣∣
φ0
, s′a ≡
∂ 2(lnma)
∂ (lnφ)2
∣∣∣∣
φ0
. (10)
Now we proceed directly to the obtaining of the
field equations in the weak-field limit (in the general
form for the Horndeski gravity they were presented by
Kobayashi, Yamaguchi & Yokoyama (2011); Gao (2011)).
For φ we have:
− G2(0,1)ϕ +G2(0,1)(∂ρ hτρ −
1
2
ητα ∂α h)∂τ ϕ +2G3(1,0)ϕ
+ G2(0,1)hµν ∂
µ ∂ ν ϕ−G2(1,1)ϕϕ−G2(1,1)∂ρ ϕ∂ ρ ϕ
− 2G3(1,0)hµν ∂ µ ∂ ν ϕ−2G3(1,0)(∂ρ hτρ −
1
2
ητα ∂α h)∂τ ϕ
+ 2G3(2,0)ϕϕ +2G3(2,0)∂ρ ϕ∂
ρ ϕ =
16pi
c4
∂T
∂ϕ
+G2(1,0)
+ G2(2,0)ϕ +
1
2
G2(3,0)ϕ
2−
(
1
2
G2(1,1)−2G3(2,0)
)
∂ρ ϕ∂
ρ ϕ
+ (G4(1,0)+2G4(2,0)ϕ)(∂µ ∂ν h
µν −h)+G4(1,0)R[h2]. (11)
And for gµν :
− 1
2
G2(0,0)ηµν −
1
2
G2(0,0)hµν −
1
2
G2(1,0)ηµν ϕ
− 1
2
G2(1,0)hµν ϕ−
1
4
G2(2,0)ηµν ϕ
2+
1
4
G2(0,1)ηµν ∂ρ ϕ∂
ρ ϕ
− 1
2
G2(0,1)∂µ ϕ∂ν ϕ +G3(1,0)∂µ ϕ∂ν ϕ−
1
2
G3(1,0)ηµν ∂ρ ϕ∂
ρ ϕ
+ G4(0,0)
(
∂α ∂ν h
α
µ −
1
2
hµν − 1
2
∂µ ∂ν h− 1
2
ηµν ∂α ∂β h
αβ
+
1
2
ηµνh
)
+G4(1,0)ηµνϕ−G4(1,0)∂µ ∂ν ϕ
+ G4(1,0)ϕ
(
∂α ∂ν h
α
µ −
1
2
hµν − 1
2
∂µ ∂ν h− 1
2
ηµν ∂α ∂β h
αβ
+
1
2
ηµνh
)
+G4(0,0)Gµν [h
2]+G4(2,0)ηµν ϕϕ
+ G4(1,0)hµνϕ +
1
2
G4(1,0)∂ρ ϕ(∂ν h
ρ
µ +∂µ h
ρ
ν −ηρα ∂α hµν )
− G4(1,0)ηµν (∂ρhτρ −
1
2
ητα ∂α h)∂τ ϕ−G4(2,0)ϕ∂µ ∂ν ϕ
− G4(1,0)ηµν hρσ ∂ ρ ∂ σ ϕ +G4(2,0)ηµν ∂ρϕ∂ ρ ϕ
− G4(2,0)∂µ ϕ∂ν ϕ =
8pi
c4
Tµν , (12)
where Gµν [h
2] is the part of Einstein tensor of order hµν h
µν .
Taking into account (7) we obtain the expressions for
stress-energy tensor (6), its trace, and ∂ T
∂ ϕ
in the near zone:
T µν = ∑
a
mau
µ uν
(
1− h
k
k
2
− v
2
a
2c2
+ sa
ϕ
φ0
)
δ 3(r −ra(t)),
T = − c2∑
a
ma
(
1− h
k
k
2
− v
2
a
2c2
+ sa
ϕ
φ0
)
δ 3(r −ra(t)),
∂T
∂ϕ
= − c2∑
a
ma
φ0
[
sa
(
1− h
k
k
2
− v
2
a
2c2
)
− (sa− s2a− s′a)
ϕ
φ0
]
× δ 3(r −ra(t)), (13)
where va is the velocity of the object labeled in a.
The terms G2(0,0) and G2(1,0) are responsible for effects
of DE. Ashtekar, Bonga & Kesavan (2016) show that such
effects on gravitational waves from isolated systems are in-
significant, so we can neglect these terms.
4 POST-NEWTONIAN SOLUTIONS
Before investigating the model in the far zone and study-
ing gravitational radiation at the point of the detector, we
must solve the field equations in the near zone, where the
gravitational radiation is generated.
The field equations (11) and (12) within the post-
Newtonian (PN) approximation in the 1st PN order O(v/c)4
take the forms (Hohmann 2015):
− (G2(0,1)−2G3(1,0))ϕ−G2(2,0)ϕ +G4(1,0)(h−∂µ ∂ν hµν )
=
16pi
c4
∂T
∂ϕ
,
G4(0,0)
(
∂α ∂ν h
α
µ −
1
2
hµν − 1
2
∂µ ∂ν h− 1
2
ηµν ∂α ∂β h
αβ
+
1
2
ηµνh
)
+G4(1,0)ηµνϕ−G4(1,0)∂µ ∂ν ϕ =
8pi
c4
Tµν . (14)
Further, we introduce the following notations:
θµν = hµν − 1
2
ηµν h−
G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
ηµν ϕ,
θ = −h−4G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
ϕ. (15)
The choice of the transverse gauge ∂µ θ
µν = 0 reduces
the field equations as follows:
θµν =− 16pi
c4G4(0,0)
Tµν , (16)
ϕ−m2ϕ ϕ =
16pi
c4
cϕ S, (17)
where
m2ϕ =
G2(2,0)
2G3(1,0)−G2(0,1)−3
G2
4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
, (18)
cϕ =−
G4(1,0)
2G4(0,0)
(
2G3(1,0)−G2(0,1)−3
G2
4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
) , (19)
S = T − 2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
∂T
∂ϕ
. (20)
The equation (17) is an analogue of inhomogeneous Klein-
Gordon one, where the parameter mϕ is the inverse Compton
wavelength of the scalar field. In this paper we work in the
CGS system, thus here and further the scalar field mass mϕ
has the dimension of inverse length [cm−1].
The next step is obtaining the leading order of the static
solution for the scalar field. Using (17), (13) and (20) it is
possible to derive the following expression (Hohmann 2015):
ϕ =
4cϕ
c2
∑
a
ma
ra
(
1− 2sa
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
e−mϕ ra , (21)
where ra = |r −ra(t)|.
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Further, the solution of the tensor field equations (16)
within the 1PN approximation in the near zone is
θ00 =
4
c2G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
+O
(
v
c
)4
,
θi j =
4viv j
c4G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
+O
(
v
c
)6
,
θ = − 4
c2G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
+O
(
v
c
)4
. (22)
Thus, the leading order of metric perturbation is defined as
(Hohmann 2015):
h00 =
2
c2G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
+
4cϕ
c2
G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
e−mϕ ra
×
(
1− 2sa
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
+O
(
v
c
)4
,
hi j = δi j
[
2
c2G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
− 4cϕ
c2
G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
e−mϕ ra
×
(
1− 2sa
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)]
+O
(
v
c
)4
,
h =
4
c2G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
− 16cϕ
c2
G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
∑
a
ma
ra
e−mϕ ra
×
(
1− 2sa
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
+O
(
v
c
)4
, (23)
with hoi = O(v/c)
3. Here δi j is the Kronecker delta.
5 EIH EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The gravitational weak equivalence principle states
(Di Casola, Liberati & Sonego 2015):
Test particles behave, in a gravitational field and in vacuum,
independently of their properties.
The GWEP is one of the principles, which works in
GR but can be violated in alternative theories of gravity
(Di Casola, Liberati & Sonego 2015). In particular, in the
scalar-tensor models the dependence of the inertial mass
upon the sensitivity leads to the violation of GWEP. Sen-
sitivity shows the changing of a compact object’s mass as
it moves relatively to the additional field. Therefore, dif-
ferent bodies react not in the same manner to the mo-
tion relative to the ambient field. Thus, they move along
different trajectories. Due to the violation of GWEP the
conservative orbital dynamics of compact systems modi-
fies. To find the explicit form of the sensitivity influence
on the equations of motion, we use the method suggested by
Einstein, Infeld & Hoffmann (1938).
The equations of motion for the mass ma can be ob-
tained from the matter Lagrangian:
LEIH = − c2∑
a
∫
ma(φ)
dτa
dt
= − c2∑
a
ma(φ)
√
−g00−2g0i
via
c
−gi j v
i
av
j
a
c2
= − ∑
a
mac
2
{
1− v
2
a
2c2
− ∑
b6=a
[
1
c2G4(0,0)
mb
rab
+
2cϕ
c2
G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
mb
rab
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
e−mϕ rab (24)
− 4sacϕ
c2φ0
mb
rab
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
e−mϕ rab
]
+O
(
v
c
)4}
,
there rab = |ra(t)−rb(t)|. From the equation of motion (24)
we can identify the effective gravitational ”constant”:
Gab =
[
1
G4(0,0)
+2cϕ
G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
e−mϕ rab
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
−4sacϕ
φ0
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
e−mϕ rab
]
. (25)
This result is symmetric under interchange of all particle
pairs (Hou & Gong 2018).
The corresponding n-body equations of motion up to
Newtonian order are defined as follows
aa =− ∑
a6=b
Gabmb
r2
ab
rˆab, (26)
with
Gab =
1
G4(0,0)
{
1+(1+mϕ rab)e
−mϕ rab
[
2cϕ G4(1,0) (27)
×
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
− 4sacϕ G4(0,0)
φ0
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)]}
,
where aa is the acceleration of the a-th object, rˆab is the
unit direction vector from the b-th object to the a-th one.
The scalar field mass is responsible for DE effect. There-
fore, the manifestations of influence of this effect start from
the distances much larger than the distance between com-
ponents in binary pulsars. Thus we use the approximation
mϕ rab ≪ 1 and e−mϕ rab → 1. In this case, the effective gravita-
tional constant between components in binary pulsars takes
the following form:
Gab =
1
G4(0,0)
[
1+2cϕ G4(1,0)
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
−4sacϕ G4(0,0)
φ0
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)]
. (28)
Now let us consider an orbital dynamics of a binary
system with compact objects. A motion in binary system
obeys the Kepler’s third law:
a3(2pi/Pb)
2 = G12m (29)
and the orbital binding energy of such system is
E =−G12mµ
2a
, (30)
here a is the semi-major axis, G12 is the effective gravi-
tational coupling constant between two compact objects,
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m = m1 +m2, and µ = m1m2/m, Pb is the orbital period of
a binary system.
The most significant dissipative effect is the orbital pe-
riod decay due to the emission of gravitational radiation.
The energy loss can be expressed via the first derivative of
the orbital period using equations (29) and (30):
E˙
E
=−2
3
P˙b
Pb
. (31)
Thus, we find that the orbital decay of the binary pulsars is
directly determined by the energy loss of the system.
6 GRAVIATIONAL RADIATION FROM
BINARY PULSARS
In this section, we focus on the dissipative effects, calculate
the rate of the energy loss due to the emission of gravita-
tional radiations (including monopole, dipole, quadrupole,
and dipole-octupole radiations), and derive their contribu-
tions to the change of the orbital period. Nevertheless, be-
fore we move to direct computations, we need to obtain the
stress-energy pseudotensor.
6.1 Effective stress-energy pseudotensor
Far away from the local system the stress-energy tensor of
the source Tµν vanishes. However, the influence of the local
system on the flat space-time remains in the form of gravita-
tional radiation. This radiation has energy and momentum
and is described by effective stress-energy pseudotensor.
There are many different methods to define
the energy-momentum pseudotensor (Petrov 2008;
Saffer, Yunes & Yagi 2018). Authors of the last work
investigate four ones: the second variation of the action
under short-wavelength averaging, the second perturbation
of the field equations in the short-wavelength approxi-
mation, the construction of an energy complex leading
to a Landau-Lifshitz tensor, and the using of Noether’s
theorem in field theories about a flat background. All these
ways lead to different results but yield the same rate of
energy loss. We apply the Noether current method. It is
suitable for our purposes and the fact that the method
yields a not symmetric stress-energy pseudotensor is not
significant. However, the discussed approach has the serious
problems with definition of angular momentum of an
isolated gravitating system. Fortunately, in our work, the
angular momentum is not required and chosen method
provides the correct result.
First, we consider a general action:
S =
∫
d4x
√−g[Lg(gµν ,∂α gµν ,∂α ∂β gµν ,φ ,∂α φ ,∂α ∂β φ)
+Lm(q,∂α q,∂α ∂β q,φ ,∂α φ ,∂α ∂β φ)], (32)
where Lg is a gravitational Lagrangian density, Lm is a matter
Lagrangian density, q is the matter fields.
Far away from the local system the conservation laws
take the following form:
∂α(
√−g[T αγ + tαγ ]) = 0. (33)
The part with Lm in (32) gives the canonical matter
stress-energy tensor which is equivalent to Hilbert stress-
energy tensor Tµν . The remaining quantity t
α
γ is our sought-
for pseudotensor. The Noether current method defines a
pseudotensor as:
tαγ = −
∂Lg
∂ (∂α gµν )
∂γ gµν +∂β
(
∂Lg
∂ (∂α ∂β gµν )
)
∂γ gµν
− ∂Lg
∂ (∂α ∂β gµν )
∂β ∂γ gµν −
∂Lg
∂ (∂α φ)
∂γ φ
− ∂Lg
∂ (∂α ∂β φ)
∂β ∂γ φ +R∂β
(
∂Lg
∂ (∂α ∂β φ)
)
∂γφ +δ
α
γ Lg.
(34)
Now we return to the considering subclass of Horndeski
theory. The gravitational part of Lagrangian density is given
by the expressions (4). Using the expansions (7) the La-
grangian densities are reduced to
L2 =
c4
16pi
(
G2(2,0)ϕ
2− 1
2
G2(0,1)∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ
)
,
L3 =
c4
16pi
G3(1,0)∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ,
L4 =
c4
16pi
[
G4(0,0)
4
(
4∂µ ∂ν h
µν −4h−8hµν ∂µ ∂α hαν
+4hµνhµν −4∂α hαµ ∂ν hνµ +4∂µ hµν ∂ν h+4hµν ∂µ ∂ν h
+3∂α h
µν ∂ α hµν −∂µ h∂ µ h−2∂α hµν ∂µ hαν
)
+G4(1,0)ϕ(∂µ ∂ν h
µν −h)
]
,
L5 = 0. (35)
According to the four-dimensional analogue of the
Ostrogradskii-Gauss theorem we can throw out the total
derivatives from the action (1). The remaining part is
√−gL2 =
√−g c
4
16pi
(
G2(2,0)ϕ
2− 1
2
G2(0,1)∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ
)
,
√−gL3 =
√−g c
4
16pi
(
G3(1,0)∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ
)
,
√−gL4 =
√−g c
4
16pi
[
G4(0,0)
4
(
2∂α h
αµ ∂ν h
ν
µ −2∂µ hµν ∂ν h
−∂α hµν ∂ α hµν +∂µ h∂ µ h
)
−G4(1,0)∂µ ϕ(∂ν hµν −∂ µ h)
]
,
√−gL5 = 0. (36)
Now we express equation (34) in respect the equa-
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tion (36):
tαγ =
c4
16pi
{
G2(0,1)∂γ ϕ∂
α ϕ−2G3(1,0)∂γ ϕ∂ α ϕ +
G4(0,0)
4
×
(
−4∂ν hνµ ∂γ hαµ +2∂µ hµα ∂γh+2∂γ hµν ∂ α hµν
− 2∂γ h∂ α h+2∂γ hαν ∂ν h
)
+G4(1,0)∂µ ϕ∂γ h
µα
+ G4(1,0)∂γϕ(∂ν h
αν −∂ α h)−G4(1,0)∂ α ϕ∂γ h
+ δ αγ
[
G2(2,0)ϕ
2− 1
2
G2(0,1)∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ +G3(1,0)∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ
+
G4(0,0)
4
(
2∂α h
αµ ∂ν h
ν
µ −2∂µ hµν ∂ν h−∂α hµν ∂ α hµν
+ ∂µ h∂
µ h
)
−G4(1,0)∂µ ϕ(∂ν hµν −∂ µ h)
]}
. (37)
Further we turn to the new variables (15) and impose
transverse-traceless (TT) gauge including two conditions
∂µ θ
µν = 0 and ηµν θ
µν = 0. Finally we obtain
tαγ =
c4
16pi
{
G4(0,0)
2
∂γ θ
µν ∂ α θµν −∂γ ϕ∂ α ϕ
(
2G3(1,0)
− G2(0,1)−3
G2
4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
)
+δ αγ
[
G2(2,0)ϕ
2
− G4(0,0)
4
∂α θ
µν ∂ α θµν +
1
2
∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ
(
2G3(1,0)−G2(0,1)
− 3
G2
4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
)]}
=
c4
16pi
[
G4(0,0)
2
∂γ θ
µν ∂ α θµν
+
G4(1,0)
2G4(0,0)cϕ
∂γ ϕ∂
α ϕ +δ αγ
(
G2(2,0)ϕ
2
− G4(0,0)
4
∂α θ
µν ∂ α θµν −
G4(1,0)
4G4(0,0)cϕ
∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ
)]
. (38)
In the last step the expression for cϕ from (19) is used. Thus,
the final form of Noether’s pseudotensor in TT-gauge is de-
rived.
Now we have everything necessary for the calculations
of tensor and scalar energy fluxes.
6.2 Tensor and scalar energy fluxes
Gravitational waves carry energy and bend the space-time.
Different momentum and energy characteristics (densities
and fluxes) of the gravitational waves are expressed in terms
of stress-energy pseudotensor. The component t0i is respon-
sible for the energy flux (Will 1981, 2014; Poisson & Will
2014), thus the average rate of the binding energy change of
binary system is defined as〈
E˙
〉
=−cr2
∫
dΩ
〈
t0rT T
〉
, (39)
where the angular brackets represent a time average over
a period of the system’s motion, Ω is the solid angle, TT
means the transverse-traceless gauge.
In GR, the energy flux appears only due to the propa-
gation of tensor mode, but in the standard massive scalar-
tensor theories, gravitational radiation comes from both
scalar and tensor modes. In the wave zone (far zone) the
matter is absent and T αγ = 0, so the conservation law is
∂α t
αγ
T T = 0. Since there are no mixed components inside the
pseudotensor t
αγ
T T (θµν and ϕ are decoupled). The energy-
momentum pseudotensors (i.e., Noether currents) of the ten-
sor
tT Tαγ (θ
T T
µν ) =
c4
16pi
[
G4(0,0)
2
∂γθ
µν
T T ∂α θ
T T
µν
−δαγ
(
G4(0,0)
4
∂µ θ
µν
T T ∂
µ θ TTµν
)]
(40)
and scalar gravitational waves
tT Tαγ (ϕ) =
c4
16pi
[
G4(1,0)
2G4(0,0)cϕ
∂γ ϕ∂α ϕ
+δαγ
(
G2(2,0)ϕ
2− G4(1,0)
4G4(0,0)cϕ
∂µ ϕ∂
µ ϕ
)]
(41)
are respectively conserved and we can investigate them sep-
arately.
6.2.1 Tensor energy flux
According to (39) the average energy flux radiated in grav-
itational waves due to tensor part is〈
E˙g
〉
= −cr2
∫
dΩ
〈
t0rT T (θµν )
〉
=
c5r2
16pi
∫
dΩ
〈
G4(0,0)
2
∂0θ
µν
T T ∂rθ
TT
µν
〉
. (42)
The tensor mode is massless and propagates with the speed
of light, θi j(t,r) takes the form (1/r) fi j(t− r/c) therefore at
large distances ∂rθi j =−∂0θi j at the leading order. Using this
fact, the tensor energy equation (42) can be simplified to
〈
E˙g
〉
=−c
5r2G4(0,0)
32pi
∫
dΩ
〈
∂0θ
µν
T T ∂0θ
TT
µν
〉
. (43)
Now we return to the equation (16). The formal solution
is
θµν =
4
c4G4(0,0)
∫
N
d3r ′
Tµν (t−|r −r ′|/c)
|r −r ′| . (44)
Here, source point r ′ belongs to the near zone N, whereas
the field point r is located in the far zone (wave zone), such
that |r ′|≪ |r |. Taking into account this condition, we can ex-
pand the integrand in powers of (n ×r ′) in the slow-motion
approximation
θµν =
4
rc4G4(0,0)
∞
∑
l=0
1
cl l!
∂ l
∂ t l
∫
N
Tµν (t− r/c,r ′)(n ×r ′)ld3r ′,
(45)
where n = r/r is the unit vector in the r direction. Using
the conservation law ∂ν T
µν = 0, we can express the spatial
components θi j up to leading order (l = 0) as
θi j =
4
rc4G4(0,0)
∫
Ti j(t− r/c,r ′)d3r ′
=
2
rc6G4(0,0)
∂ 2
∂ t2
∫
T00(t− r/c,r ′)r′ir′jd3r ′. (46)
There is only the quadrupole moment of T00, like in GR.
So the monopole and dipole contributions are absent in the
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tensor gravitational radiation because the tensor graviton is
a massless spin-2 particle.
The quantity T00 is the energy density. The leading PN
order contribution from T00 is
T00 =∑
a
mac
2δ 3(r −ra(t)). (47)
Substituting this expression into equation (46) we obtain
θi j =
2
rc4G4(0,0)
∂ 2
∂ t2
Mi j
∣∣∣∣
ret
, (48)
where
Mi j =∑
a
ma(φ)rai (t)r
a
j (t) (49)
is the mass quadrupole moment. The subscript ”ret” means
that the quantity Mi j is evaluated at the retarded time t−r/c
.
Now it is possible to find the average energy flux of
tensor sector in terms of the mass quadrupole moments:〈
E˙g
〉
=− 1
5c5G4(0,0)
〈
...
M
kl ...
Mkl −
1
3
(
...
M
kk
)2
〉
. (50)
For the integration over the solid angle we use the fact
that the θ TTi j = Λi j,klθ
kl. Here the projector Λi j,kl is the
Lambda tensor (see Alsing et al. (2012)). The overdots rep-
resent derivatives with respect to coordinate time.
In our work, we consider only binary systems with
quasi-circular orbits which can be parameterized by
x1(t) = −R1 cos(ωt), y1(t) =−R1 sin(ωt), z1 = 0;
x2(t) = R2 cos(ωt), y2(t) = R2 sin(ωt), z2 = 0, (51)
here by Ra we denote the orbital radii of the binary system
components, and ω is the orbital frequency. Using the Ke-
pler’s third law (29) we find the final form of the average
energy flux radiated in gravitational waves due to tensor
sector:〈
E˙g
〉
= − 32µ
2(G12m)
3
5c5G4(0,0)R
5
=− 32µ
2m3
5c5G4
4(0,0)
R5
×
{
1+
[
2cϕ G4(1,0)
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)
− 4sacϕ G4(0,0)
φ0
(
1− 2sb
φ0
G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
)]}3
, (52)
where R = R1+R2 and in the case of quasi-circular orbit in
equation (29) R= a. The quantity G12 is the effective gravita-
tional constant between components of binary system (28).
6.2.2 Scalar energy flux
Now we obtain the change of the binding energy due to
the scalar radiation. Our consideration starts from a formal
solution of equation (17). The obtaining of such type solu-
tion by using Green’s function method is described in detail
in papers of Morse & Feshbach (1953); Alsing et al. (2012);
Zhang, Liu & Zhao (2017). We fully follow them and present
the final expression for the formal solution
ϕ = − 4cϕ
rc4
∫ ∞
0
dzJ1(z)
∞
∑
l=0
1
cl l!
∂ l
∂ t l
∫
N
d3r ′(n ×r ′)l
×
[
S(t− r/c,r ′)− S(t− ru(r,z)/c,r
′)
ul+1(r,z)
]
, (53)
where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind, S(t,r) is
the source function from (20), z = mϕ
√
c2(t− t ′)2−|r −r ′|2,
and u(r,z) =
√
1+(z/mϕ r)2. Here the integration region N is
taken over the near zone, and |r ′| ≪ |r |. Substituting the
source term S(t,r) in the explicit form (20) to (53) and per-
forming the integration over r ′ we find ϕ in terms of the
scalar multipole moments M Ll :
ϕ =
4cϕ
rc2
∫ ∞
0
dzJ1(z)
∞
∑
l=0
1
cl l!
nL∂
l
t M
L
l , (54)
where
M
L
l = M
i1i2 ...il
l
(t,r,z) = ∑
a
(
Ma(t− r/c)rLa (t− r/c)
−u−(l+1)(r,z)Ma(t− ru(r,z)/c)rLa (t− ru(r,z)/c)
)
(55)
and
Ma(t) = ma
[
1−2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
sa
φ0
− v
2
a
2c2
(
1− 2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
sa
φ0
)
− 3 ∑
b6=a
mb
rab(t)c2G4(0,0)
(
1− 2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
sb
φ0
)
+
6G4(1,0)cϕ
c2G4(0,0)
∑
b6=a
mb
rab(t)
e−mϕ R
(
1− 2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
sb
φ0
)
− ∑
b6=a
mb
rab(t)c2
e−mϕ R
(
1− 2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
sb
φ0
)
×
(
8cϕ sa
φ0
− 8
φ0
2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)
(s′a− s2a + sa)cϕ
)]
. (56)
Here nL = ni1ni2 ...nil , r
L
a (t) = r
i1
a (t)r
i2
a (t)...r
il
a (t).
The average rate of the binding energy change due to
the scalar radiation is given by
〈
E˙ϕ
〉
=−cr2
∫
dΩ
〈
t0r(ϕ)
〉
=
c5r2
16pi
∫
dΩ
〈
G4(1,0)
2G4(0,0)cϕ
∂0ϕ∂rϕ
〉
.
(57)
In the case of the scalar energy flux we cannot change deriva-
tives from spatial to temporal as in the tensor case because
ϕ is not a function of the argument (t − r/c). Dependence
upon r is more complicated. This occurs due to the presence
of the scalar field mass in equation (17). So in the explicit
form the temporal and spatial derivatives of ϕ are
∂0ϕ =
4cϕ
rc2
∫ ∞
0
dzJ1(z)
∞
∑
l=0
1
cl+1l!
nL∂
l+1
t M
L
l , (58)
∂rϕ =−
4cϕ
rc2
∫ ∞
0
dzJ1(z)
∞
∑
l=0
1
cl+1l!
nL∂
l+1
t M
L
l+1, (59)
where a scalar multipole moments M Ll+1 are defined as
M
L
l+1 = M
i1i2...il
l+1 (t,r,z) = ∑
a
(
Ma(t− r/c)rLa (t− r/c) (60)
−u−(l+2)(r,z)Ma(t− ru(r,z)/c)rLa (t− ru(r,z)/c)
)
.
There are monopole, dipole, and dipole-octupole radia-
tions in the scalar sector, besides quadrupole one, and the
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average rate of the binding energy change due to scalar ra-
diation in terms of scalar multipole moments takes the form
〈
E˙ϕ
〉
= − 2c
5G4(1,0)cϕ
G4(0,0)
∫
dz1dz2J1(z1)J2(z2)
〈
1
c6
M˙0M˙1
+
1
6c8
(
2M¨ k1 M¨
k
2 +M˙0
...
M
kk
3 +M˙1
...
M
kk
2
)
+
1
60c10
(
2
...
M
kl
2
...
M
kl
3 +
...
M
kk
2
...
M
ll
3
)
+
1
30c10
(
M¨
k
1
....
M
kll
4 +M¨
k
2
....
M
kll
3
)〉
, (61)
where we have used the identity
∫
dΩ
4pi ni1ni2 ...nik =
{
0, for k =odd,
δi1i2 δi3i4 ...δik−1 ik+...
(k+1)!! , for k =even,
the final dots denote all possible pairing of indices.
Now we obtain the time derivatives of monopole, dipole,
quadrupole, and octupole scalar moments for the quasi-
circular orbit (51):
1. Monopole.
M˙0 = M˙1 = 0. (62)
2. Dipole.
M¨
k
1 = µRω
2
(
Ad + A¯d
µ
c2R
)
×[cos(ω(t− r/c))−u−2 cos(ω(t− ru/c)),
sin(ω(t− r/c))−u−2 sin(ω(t− ru/c)),0],
M¨
k
2 = µRω
2
(
Ad + A¯d
µ
c2R
)
×[cos(ω(t− r/c))−u−3 cos(ω(t− ru/c)),
sin(ω(t− r/c))−u−3 sin(ω(t− ru/c)),0].
(63)
3. Quadrupole.
...
M
kl
2 =


...
M
11
2
...
M
12
2 0...
M
12
2 −
...
M
11
2 0
0 0 0

 , ...M kl3 =


...
M
11
3
...
M
12
3 0...
M
12
3 −
...
M
11
3 0
0 0 0

 , (64)
where
...
M
11
2 = 4Aqµω
3R2[sin(2ω(t− r/c))−u−3 sin(2ω(t− ru/c))],
...
M
12
2 = −4Aqµω3R2[cos(2ω(t− r/c))−u−3 cos(2ω(t− ru/c))],
...
M
11
3 = 4Aqµω
3R2[sin(2ω(t− r/c))−u−4 sin(2ω(t− ru/c))],
...
M
12
3 = −4Aqµω3R2[cos(2ω(t− r/c))−u−4 cos(2ω(t− ru/c))].
3. Octupole.
....
M
1kk
3 = Aoµω
4R3[cos(ω(t− r/c))−u−4 cos(ω(t− ru/c))],
....
M
2kk
3 = Aoµω
4R3[sin(ω(t− r/c))−u−4 sin(ω(t− ru/c))],
....
M
1kk
4 = Aoµω
4R3[cos(ω(t− r/c))−u−5 cos(ω(t− ru/c))],
....
M
2kk
4 = Aoµω
4R3[sin(ω(t− r/c))−u−5 sin(ω(t− ru/c))].
We use the following definitions:
Ad =
2G4(0,0)(s2− s1)
G4(1,0)φ0
,
Aq = 1−
2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)φ0
s2m1+ s1m2
m
,
Ao =
m1−m2
m
− 2G4(0,0)
G4(1,0)φ0
s2m
2
1− s1m22
m2
(65)
and
A¯d = −
7
2G4(0,0)
(
m2
m1
− m1
m2
)
+
7
G4(1,0)φ0
(
m2s1
m1
− m1s2
m2
)
+
6
G4(1,0)φ0
(s1− s2)+
23
4
cϕ
G4(1,0)
G4(0,0)
(
m2
m1
− m1
m2
)
+
15cϕ
2φ0
(
m1s2
m2
− m2s1
m1
)
+
12cϕ
φ0
(
m1s1
m2
− m2s2
m1
)
+
14G4(0,0)s1s2cϕ
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
(
m2
m1
− m1
m2
)
+
cϕ (s1+ s2)
2φ0
×
(
m2
m1
− m1
m2
)
+
8G4(0,0)cϕ
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
(
m2s1
m1
− m1s2
m2
)
+
8G4(0,0)cϕ (s1− s2)
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
+
9G4(0,0)cϕ
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
(
s22m1
m2
− s
2
1m2
m1
)
+
4cϕ (s1− s2)
φ0
+
18G2
4(0,0)cϕ
G2
4(1,0)
φ3
0
(
s21s2m2
m1
− s
2
2s1m1
m2
)
+
16G2
4(0,0)cϕ
G2
4(1,0)
φ3
0
(s21s2− s22s1)−
16G2
4(0,0)cϕ
G2
4(1,0)
φ3
0
(s1s
′
2− s2s′1)
− 8G4(0,0)cϕ
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
(
m2s
′
1
m1
− m1s
′
2
m2
)
+
8G4(0,0)cϕ
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
(s22− s21)
− 8G4(0,0)cϕ
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
(s′1− s′2)+
16G2
4(0,0)cϕ s1s2
G2
4(1,0)
φ3
0
(
m1
m2
− m2
m1
)
−
16G2
4(0,0)cϕ
G2
4(1,0)
φ3
0
(
s1s
′
2m1
m2
− s2s
′
1m2
m1
)
. (66)
We can divide the scalar sector on the dipole,
quadrupole and dipole-octupole components:
〈
E˙ϕ
〉
=
〈
E˙Dϕ
〉
+
〈
E˙
Q
ϕ
〉
+
〈
E˙DOϕ
〉
, (67)
where the scalar dipole part is
〈
E˙Dϕ
〉
= − 2G4(1,0)cϕ
3c3G4(0,0)
∫ ∫
dz1dz2J1(z1)J2(z2)
×
〈
M¨
k
1 (z1)M¨
k
2 (z2)
〉
=−2G4(1,0)cϕ
3c3G4(0,0)
µ2G 212m
2
R4
×
(
A2d +Ad A¯d
2µ
c2R
)[
1−cos(ωr/c)〈cos(ωru/c)〉2
− sin(ωr/c)〈sin(ωru/c)〉2− (cos(ωr/c)
− 〈cos(ωru/c)〉2)〈cos(ωru/c)〉3− (sin(ωr/c)
− 〈sin(ωru/c)〉2)〈sin(ωru/c)〉3
]
, (68)
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the scalar quadrupole part is
〈
E˙
Q
ϕ
〉
= − G4(1,0)cϕ
15c5G4(0,0)
∫ ∫
dz1dz2J1(z1)J2(z2)
〈
...
M
kl
2
...
M
kl
3
〉
= − 32G4(1,0)cϕ
15c5G4(0,0)
µ2G 3
12
m3
R5
A2q
× [1−cos(2ωr/c)〈cos(2ωru/c)〉3
− sin(2ωr/c)〈sin(2ωru/c)〉3− (cos(2ωr/c)
− 〈cos(2ωru/c)〉3)〈cos(2ωru/c)〉4− (sin(2ωr/c)
− 〈sin(2ωru/c)〉3)〈sin(2ωru/c)〉4
]
, (69)
and the scalar dipole-octupole part is
〈
E˙DOϕ
〉
= − G4(1,0)cϕ
15c5G4(0,0)
∫ ∫
dz1dz2J1(z1)J2(z2)
×
〈(
M¨
k
1
....
M
kll
4 +M¨
k
2
....
M
kll
3
)〉
=
G4(1,0)cϕ
15c5G4(0,0)
µ2G 312m
3
R5
AdAo
× [2−cos(ωr/c)(〈cos(ωru/c)〉2+ 〈cos(ωru/c)〉3
+ 〈cos(ωru/c)〉4+ 〈cos(ωru/c)〉5
)− sin(ωr/c)
× (〈sin(ωru/c)〉2+ 〈sin(ωru/c)〉3+ 〈sin(ωru/c)〉4
+ 〈sin(ωru/c)〉5
)
+ 〈cos(ωru/c)〉2)〈cos(ωru/c)〉5
+ 〈cos(ωru/c)〉3)〈cos(ωru/c)〉4
+ 〈sin(ωru/c)〉2)〈sin(ωru/c)〉5
+ 〈sin(ωru/c)〉3)〈sin(ωru/c)〉4
]
. (70)
Here we have used the Kepler’s third law (29) and introduced
the following notation for integrals:
〈
sin
(
ωru
c
)〉
n
≡
∫ ∞
0
sin
(
ωr
c
√
1+
(
z
mϕ r
)2)
J1(z)dz[
1+
(
z
mϕ r
)2]n/2 ,
(71)
〈
cos
(
ωru
c
)〉
n
≡
∫ ∞
0
cos
(
ωr
c
√
1+
(
z
mϕ r
)2)
J1(z)dz[
1+
(
z
mϕ r
)2]n/2 .
(72)
Let us obtain the total power of scalar radiation and per-
form these integrals in the limit r → ∞. The detailed calcu-
lations can be found in the papers of Alsing et al. (2012);
Zhang, Liu & Zhao (2017). We present only the final result
as follows:
lim
r→∞
〈
sin
(
ωru
c
)〉
n
≡


sin(ωr
c
)−
(
vϕ (ω)
c
)n−1
cos(ωrvϕ (ω)),
for ω > cmϕ ,
sin(ωr
c
)− (−1)n−1−1
2
(
vϕ (ω)
c
)n−1
e−iωrvϕ (ω),
for ω < cmϕ ,
(73)
and
lim
r→∞
〈
cos
(
ωru
c
)〉
n
≡


cos(ωr
c
)−
(
vϕ (ω)
c
)n−1
cos(ωrvϕ (ω)),
for ω > cmϕ ,
cos(ωrc )− (−1)
n−1+1
2
(
vϕ (ω)
c
)n−1
e−iωrvϕ (ω),
for ω < cmϕ ,
(74)
where vϕ (ω) = c
√
1−m2ϕ c2/ω2 is the propagation speed of
the scalar gravitational radiation.
Finally, we obtain the expression for the dipole
〈
E˙Dϕ
〉
= − 2G4(1,0)cϕ
3c3G4(0,0)
µ2G 212m
2
R4
(
A2d +Ad A¯d
2µ
c2R
)(
vϕ (ω)
c
)3
× Θ(ω−cmϕ ), (75)
the quadrupole
〈
E˙
Q
ϕ
〉
=−32G4(1,0)cϕ
15c5G4(0,0)
µ2G 312m
3
R5
A2q
(
vϕ (2ω)
c
)5
Θ(2ω −cmϕ ),
(76)
and the dipole-octupole
〈
E˙DOϕ
〉
=
G4(1,0)cϕ
15c5G4(0,0)
µ2G 312m
3
R5
AdAo
(
vϕ (ω)
c
)5
Θ(ω−cmϕ )
(77)
parts of the scalar radiation power. Here Θ(ω − cmϕ ) is the
Heaviside function.
It is important to emphasize that in our work we take
into account PN corrections to the dipole term and dipole-
octupole term which are absent if we neglect two terms of
order O(1/c4) during considering the expression for ϕ. Thus,
our consideration of the scalar radiation power is complete.
The total power of the scalar radiation is
〈
E˙ϕ
〉
=
〈
E˙Qg
〉
+
〈
E˙Dϕ
〉
+
〈
E˙
Q
ϕ
〉
+
〈
E˙DOϕ
〉
= − 32µ
2(G12m)
3
5c5G4(0,0)R
5
[
1+
5c2G4(1,0)cϕ R
48G12m
×
(
A2d +Ad A¯d
2µ
c2R
)(
vϕ (ω)
c
)3
Θ(ω−cmϕ )
+
G4(1,0)cϕ
3
A2q
(
vϕ (2ω)
c
)5
Θ(2ω−cmϕ )
− G4(1,0)cϕ
96
AdAo
(
vϕ (ω)
c
)5
Θ(ω−cmϕ )
]
. (78)
According to the equation (78) in contrast to all other contri-
butions, the dipole-octupole term has the opposite sign and
describes the negative modification of the energy flux at the
same PN order as the quadrupole radiation contribution.
Using equations (30) and (31) we find the final form of
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the orbital decay rate including the tensor and scalar parts:
P˙thb
Pb
= − 96µ(G12m)
2
5c5G4(0,0)R
4
[
1+
5c2G4(1,0)cϕ R
48G12m
×
(
A2d +Ad A¯d
2µ
c2R
)(
vϕ (ω)
c
)3
Θ(ω−cmϕ )
+
G4(1,0)cϕ
3
A2q
(
vϕ (2ω)
c
)5
Θ(2ω −cmϕ )
− G4(1,0)cϕ
96
AdAo
(
vϕ (ω)
c
)5
Θ(ω−cmϕ )
]
, (79)
where index ”th” denotes expression obtained in the frame-
works of considering subclass of the Horndeski gravity. Ac-
cording to the equation (79) the main contribution to scalar
radiation is produced by scalar dipole term. Also from ex-
pressions (65) and (66) one can see that the contribution
of the scalar dipole radiation depends upon the difference
(s1−s2). Thus, the scalar dipole radiation is the most notice-
ably in mixed binaries where this difference in sensitivities
reaches the maximum values.
Here and further we take into account that mϕ < ω/c,
thus Θ(ω − cmϕ) = 1. Using the Kepler’s third law (29) (in
the quasi-circular orbit a = R) and explicit form of the scalar
propagation speed vϕ (ω), equation (79) can be rewritten as
P˙th
b
P˙GR
b
=
G
2
3
12
G
5
3 G4(0,0)
{
1+
5G4(1,0)cϕ
48
(
Pbc
3
2pimG12
) 2
3
×
[
A2d +
2µ
c2
Ad A¯d
(
4pi2
P2
b
mG12
) 1
3
](
1− m
2
ϕ c
2P2b
4pi2
) 3
2
+
G4(1,0)cϕ
3
A2q
(
1− m
2
ϕ c
2P2b
16pi2
) 5
2
− G4(1,0)cϕ
96
AdAo
(
1− m
2
ϕ c
2P2b
4pi2
) 5
2
}
, (80)
where P˙GR
b
is the value of orbital decay predicted by GR:
P˙GRb =−
192piµ
5c5m
(
2piGm
Pb
) 5
3
. (81)
Readers who wish to familiarize with the full expression of
the orbital decay within the framework of the standard mas-
sive scalar-tensor theory after all substitutions can find it in
Appendix A.
7 OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
At the moment, the GR perfectly describes all observational
data from binary pulsars within observational uncertainties
(Taylor & Weisberg 1982; Stairs 2005; Kramer et al. 2006;
Bhat, Bailes & Verbiest 2008; Freire, Kramer & Wex 2012a;
Freire et al. 2012b; Ransom et al. 2014; Desvignes et al.
2016; Archibald et al. 2018). Therefore, all deviations from
GR predicted by modified gravity should be smaller than
existing observational uncertainties. This fact allows to ob-
tain very strict constraints on the considering subclass of the
Horndeski gravity.
The observational value of the orbital period change
P˙obsb consists of various components which have the different
nature: intrinsic and kinematic effects (Damour & Taylor
Table 1. Parameters PSR J1738+0333 (Antoniadis et al.
2012; Freire et al. 2012b)
Parameter Physical meaning Experimental value
Pb orbital period 0.3547907398724(13) day
e eccentricity 0.34(11)×10−6
P˙obsb observational secular −0.170(31)×10−13
change of Pb
P˙intrb intrinsic secular −0.259(32)×10−13
change of Pb
P˙intrb /P˙
GR
b relation between P˙
intr
b 0.93(13)
and P˙GRb
m1 mass of the pulsar 1.46
+0.06
−0.05 M
⊙
m2 mass of the white dwarf 0.181
+0.007
−0.005 M
⊙
m total system mass 1.65+0.07−0.06 M
⊙
1991; Lazaridis et al. 2009). We are interested in the intrin-
sic part P˙intr
b
because the dominant element of this com-
ponent is the orbital period change due to the emission
of gravitational waves. Also, intrinsic part includes effects
of the mass loss from the binary and from tidal torques
(Damour & Taylor 1991; Lazaridis et al. 2009) but at the
current stage we consider only such systems where these
effects are negligibly small in relation to the effect of gravi-
tational radiation.
The constraints on the Horndeski gravity can be ob-
tained from the comparing of the predicted quantity P˙th
b
/P˙GR
b
and the observational quantity P˙intr
b
/P˙GR
b
at 95% confidence
level:∣∣∣∣ P˙thbP˙GR
b
− P˙
intr
b
P˙GR
b
∣∣∣∣6 2σ , (82)
where σ is the observational uncertainty.
7.1 Constraints on the massive scalar-tensor
theories
The scalar dipole radiation prevails in the predictions of
the standard massive scalar-tensor theories for the orbital
period decay. The contribution of the scalar dipole part
is the most noticeable in the mixed binary systems (Will
1981, 2014; Zaglauer 1992; Poisson & Will 2014). We test
the massive scalar-tensor models in mixed binary system
PSR J1738+0333. This system has the most accurate ob-
servational data among quasi-circular mixed binaries. The
mass of the white dwarf and mass ratio were obtained in
theory-independent way (under the assumption that non-
perturbative strong-field effects are absent and higher-order
contributions in powers of the gravitational binding ener-
gies of the bodies can be neglected) (Antoniadis et al. 2012;
Freire et al. 2012b). This fact allows to test a theory of grav-
ity using only one PPK parameter (P˙b). The orbital param-
eters for this system are listed in Table 1.
The dipole radiation contributes as the leading order
in the scalar sector of orbital period decay, so we can ne-
glect other terms of scalar sector in the definition of the
first derivative of the orbital period. Thus the orbital period
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change (A1) takes the form:
P˙th
b
P˙GR
b
=
G
2
3
12
G
5
3 G4(0,0)
[
1+
5cϕ
12
(
Pbc
3
2pimG12
) 2
3
×
(G2
4(0,0)(sNS− sW D)2
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
)(
1− m
2
ϕ c
2P2b
4pi2
) 3
2
]
,
(83)
where sNS is sensitivity of neutron star and sW D is the sen-
sitivity of white dwarf.
Using (82) and (83) we obtain the following bounds on
the considering subclass of the Horndeski theory:
∣∣∣∣ G
2
3
12
G
5
3 G4(0,0)
[
1+
5cϕ
12
(
Pbc
3
2pimG12
) 2
3
(
1− m
2
ϕ c
2P2b
4pi2
) 3
2
×
(
G2
4(0,0)(sNS− sW D)2
G4(1,0)φ
2
0
)]
−0.93
∣∣∣∣6 0.26. (84)
From the condition mϕ < ω/c one obtains the con-
straints on scalar field mass (see Table 1):
mϕ < 7×10−15(cm−1). (85)
Generally speaking, the longer the system period, the
more accurate constraints on the scalar field mass. However,
for systems with large orbital period the quantity P˙b has very
inaccurately measured value. Therefore, the best laborato-
ries for testing scalar-tensor theories are systems combining
both a large orbital period and a well-measured value of the
orbital period decay.
In the general case of the scalar-tensor theories, the
mixed binary system gives the better constraints than neu-
tron star-neutron star binary due to the value of the differ-
ence of sensitivities. However, not all scalar-tensor models
include the sensitivities. If there is no concept of sensitivity
in the theory, then in the expression for the predicted orbital
period change P˙thb only quadrupole terms remain, regardless
of the type of the binary pulsar. In this case the best restric-
tions could be found from the binary pulsar with the most
accurate value of the quantity P˙obsb /P˙
GR
b . The double binary
pulsar PSR J0737-3039 is such system (Burgay et al. 2003;
Kramer et al. 2006).
The system PSR J0737-3039 is the only known dou-
ble binary pulsar. The extraordinary closeness of the system
components, small orbital period and the fact that we see
almost edge-on system allow to investigate the manifesta-
tion of relativistic effects with the highest available precision.
This system consists of two pulsars and provides the most
accurate data among all binary pulsars. The observational
data for this system is listed in the Table 2 (Burgay et al.
2003; Kramer et al. 2006).
In PSR J0737-3039 the kinematic contribution in the
orbital period decay is negligibly small (Burgay et al. 2003;
Kramer et al. 2006). Thus, the quatities P˙obs
b
and P˙intr
b
almost
the same (within observable accuracy). Using method (82)
and the observational data from Table 2, it is possible to
obtain the following constraints for the scalar-tensor theories
without sensitivities:
∣∣∣∣1.003− G
2
3
12
G
5
3 G4(0,0)
[
1+
G4(1,0)cϕ
3
(
1−4×1026m2ϕ
) 5
2
]∣∣∣∣6 0.028.
Table 2. Parameters PSR J0737-3039 (Kramer et al. 2006)
Parameter Physical meaning Experimental value
Pb orbital period 0.10225156248(5) day
e eccentricity 0.0877775(9)
P˙obsb observational secular −1.252(17)×10−12
change of Pb
P˙obsb /P˙
GR
b relation between P˙
obs
b 1.003(14)
and P˙GRb
m1 mass of the first pulsar 1.3381(7) M⊙
m2 mass of the second pulsar 1.2489(7) M⊙
m total system mass 2.58708(16) M⊙
(86)
It is important to emphasize that these bounds do not
include the masses of the components, since the absence of
sensitivities nullifies all such terms. So our estimation is cor-
rect regardless of the method used to obtain the masses of
companions in the system.
So the observational data of PSR J0737-3039 impose
the following restrictions on scalar field mass:
mϕ < 5×10−14(cm−1). (87)
These restrictions are connected with the orbital period of
the binary system and do not depend on the specific choice
of the scalar-tensor theory.
7.2 Scalar-tensor specific cases: hybrid
f(R)-gravity and massive Brans-Dicke theory
The action (1) with the set of the gravitational Lagrangian
densities (4) is the generic one for the standard massive
scalar-tensor theories with the second order field equations.
Taking different sets of Gi one can obtain limiting cases of
this theory (Kobayashi, Yamaguchi & Yokoyama 2011). In
this work we consider two mathematically very similar but
physically very different specific massive scalar-tensor cases:
the hybrid metric-Palatini f(R)-gravity (Capozziello et al.
2013, 2015) and massive Brans-Dicke theory (Brans & Dicke
1961; Alsing et al. 2012).
Our starting point is the hybrid metric-Palatini
f(R)-gravity. This theory is geometrical but can be re-
duced to scalar-tensor model as any other f(R)-gravity
(Teyssandier & Tourranc 1983). The hybrid f(R)-theory was
created as a mixture of metric and Palatini approaches to
eliminate the disadvantages of both of them. This model al-
lows to describe the accelerated expansion of the Universe
and the galaxies rotation curves in a purely geometric way
without introducing new particles. An additional interest-
ing aspect of hybrid f(R)-gravity is the possibility to gen-
erate long-range forces without conflict with local tests of
gravity and without invoking any kind of screening mecha-
nism (which would however require that at the present time
the cosmological evolution reduces to GR)(Capozziello et al.
2015). This theory has already been well studied in cosmol-
ogy and in different galaxies (Capozziello et al. 2013, 2015).
However, it is necessary to test any theory of gravity in the
different field limits. So we test the hybrid f(R)-gravity in a
strong field of binary pulsars.
To reduce the general scalar-tensor action (1) to hybrid
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2018)
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φ
0
Figure 1. Hybrid f(R)-gravity. Dependence of the scalar field
mass upon scalar field background value in the case of the
system PSR J0737-3039. The dashed region corresponds to
allowable values. The horizontal bold line is the critical value
of scalar mass (mϕ = 2ω/c).
f(R)-gravity, it is necessary to choose the following set of
parameters Gi:
G2 =−
3X
Gφ
−V (φ), G3 = 0, G4 =
1+φ
G
, G5 = 0 (88)
and
G4(0,0)=
1+φ0
G
, G4(1,0) =
1
G
, G3(1,0) = 0, G2(0,1) =−
3
Gφ0
. (89)
The hybrid metric-Palatini f(R)-gravity is pure geomet-
rical theory and sensitivities sa do not appear in this model.
Thus, the scalar quadrupole term is leading one in both
types of pulsars system: in mixed binaries and in neutron
star-neutron star binaries.
The observational data from PSR J0737-3039 provides
the following constraints on the hydrid f(R)-gravity (from
(86)):
0.975 6
1
(1+φ0)
5
3
(
1− 5φ0
18
(1−2×1026m2ϕ )
)
6 1. (90)
The Fig. 1 reflects the dependence φ0 from the scalar field
mass mϕ for the system PSR J0737-3039.
Since the theory does not contain sensitivity, the
quarupole terms only contribute to the value of orbital pe-
riod decay. Thus, the mixed binary PSR J1738+0333 gives
the following bounds (from the method (82)) in the case of
hybrid f(R)-gravity (see Fig. 2):
0.676
1
(1+φ0)
5
3
(
1− 5φ0
18
(1−3×1027m2ϕ )
)
6 1. (91)
It is clear from comparison of constraints (90) and (91)
the double binary pulsar gives the better bounds on φ0
in the hybrid f(R)-gravity. On the other hand, the mixed
binary system PSR J1738+0333 provides the best con-
straints on the scalar field mass. On the Fig. 3 we com-
pare the our limits on hybrid f(R)-gravity from binary
pulsars with restrictions from the PPN parameter γPPN =
1+(2.1×10−5)±(2.3×10−5) (Bertotti, Iess & Tortora 2003;
Leanizbarrutia, Lobo & Saez-Gomez 2017). Thus, the γPPN
φ
0
Figure 2. Hybrid f(R)-gravity. Dependence of the scalar field
mass upon scalar field background value in the case of the system
PSR J1738+0333. The dashed region corresponds to allowable
values. The horizontal bold line is the critical value of scalar mass
(mϕ = 2ω/c).
gives the better bounds on the φ0 than the system PSR
J0737-3039. The combined restrictions can be obtained from
γPPN and system PSR J1738+0333:
φ0 6 0.00004, mϕ 6 1.4×10−14(cm−1). (92)
The Brans-Dicke model is one of the first scalar-tensor
theories which is widespread (Brans & Dicke 1961). In the
framework of this model, many interesting results were
obtained including bounces, wormholes, and constraints
on cosmological parameters (Alexeyev, Rannu & Gareeva
2011; Tretyakova et al. 2012; Novikov et al. 2014). After the
discovery of the Universe accelerated expansion (Riess et al.
1999, 2004; Perlmutter et al. 1999; Spergel et al. 2007) sci-
entists consider its massive version as one of the ways to ex-
plain this phenomenon (Boisseau 2011). The massive Brans-
Dicke theory was considered by Alsing et al. (2012) in the
binary pulsars PSR J1012+5307, PSR J1141-6545, and PSR
J0737-3039. Authors have shown that the best restrictions
on the Brans-Dicke theory are obtained from the Solar Sys-
tem’s PPN parameter γPPN. This model is thoroughly stud-
ied in the binary pulsars and the expression for the orbital
period change is already obtained. It is interesting to com-
pare the restrictions on the massive Brans-Dicke theory ob-
tained as a particular case of our more general consideration
with the results of Alsing et al. (2012). We also add two
contributions to the expression of the orbital period decay
(PN corrections to the scalar dipole term and scalar dipole-
octupole term) unlike the work of Alsing et al. (2012). The
other difference of our work from paper of Alsing et al.
(2012) is the accounting of the fact that ∂0ϕ 6= ∂rϕ (see
equations (58) and (59)). Our approach leads to significant
deviations in the final constraints.
The standard massive scalar-tensor gravity
can be reduced to the massive Brans-Dicke the-
ory by the following choice of parameters Gi
(McManus, Lombriser & Penarrubia 2016):
G2 =
2ωBD
φ
X +V (φ), G3 = 0, G4 = φ , G5 = 0, (93)
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φ
0
a)
φ
0
b)
Figure 3. Hybrid f(R)-gravity. Dependence of the scalar field mass upon scalar field background value. Figures a) and b) represent
allowable regions at different scales. The region with oblique dotted lines corresponds to allowable values in the case of the system
PSR J0737-3039, the horizontal solid lines are the critical value of scalar mass mϕ = 2ω/c, the vertical dotted lines describe allow-
able values in the case of the system PSR J1738+0333, the horizontal dot-dash lines correspond to allowable values from the γPPN
(Leanizbarrutia, Lobo & Saez-Gomez 2017) .
and hence
G4(0,0) = φ0, G4(1,0) = 1, G3(1,0) = 0, G2(0,1) =
2ωBD
φ0
. (94)
Here ωBD is Brans-Dicke parameter.
The dependence of the quantity φ0 upon ωBD for massive
and massless Brans-Dicke cases (Alsing et al. 2012) is
φ0 =
4+2ωBD
G(3+2ωBD)
. (95)
One of the most important feature of the Brans-Dicke
model is the presence of sensitivities in structure of the the-
ory (Eardley 1975). Dependence of sensitivity value on a
neutron star mass and equations of state was studied in de-
tail earlier by Will & Zaglauer (1989); Zaglauer (1992). For
our calculations we use approximate values sW D ∼ 10−4 and
sNS ∼ 0.2 (Alsing et al. 2012).
Firstly, we obtain the restrictions on the massive Brans-
Dicke theory from the double binary pulsar PSR J0737-3039.
In the neutron star-neutron star binary sa− sb ≈ 0 in mas-
sive Brans-Dicke theory (Will 1981, 2014; Alsing et al. 2012;
Poisson & Will 2014) and hence scalar dipole, PN correc-
tions to the scalar dipole and scalar dipole-octupole terms
vanish. There is only quadrupole terms in expression for re-
strictions:
16
(
3+2ωBD
4+2ωBD
) 5
3
+
0.4(3+2ωBD)
2
3
(2ωBD +4)
5
3
(96)
− 2×1026 m
2
ϕ (3+2ωBD)
2
3
(2ωBD +4)
5
3
6 1.031.
In the case of neutron star-neutron star system the
only deviation of our results from the results of Alsing et al.
(2012) is the account of ∂0ϕ 6= ∂rϕ. We reflect on the Fig. 4
the difference between our and Alsing et al. (2012) results in
the case of PSR J0737-3039. One can see that the difference
between two approaches is unimportant in the case of this
system.
B
D
Figure 4. Massive Brans-Dicke. Dependence of the ωBD upon
the scalar field mass in the case of the system PSR J0737-
3039. The vertical dotted lines correspond to the results of
Alsing et al. (2012). The bold line and region of horizontal
dotted lines describe the results of our work. The vertical solid
line is the critical value of scalar mass (mϕ = 2ω/c).
Further we constrain the massive Brans-Dicke gravity
using the observational data of the mixed binary system
PSR J1738+0333:
16
(3+2ωBD)
5
3
(4+2ωBD)
5
3
+
0.4(3+2ωBD)
2
3
(4+2ωBD)
5
3
(97)
+
6×103
2ωBD +4
− 2×10
32m2ϕ
2ωBD +4
6 1.19.
The system was not considered by Alsing et al. (2012)
because the accurate data for this binary pulsar
(Antoniadis et al. 2012; Freire et al. 2012b) has appeared af-
ter the publication of Alsing et al. (2012). This system pre-
dicts the greatest deviations between our approach and the
one of Alsing et al. (2012). This difference also appears due
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B
D
Figure 5. Massive Brans-Dicke. Dependence of the ωBD
upon the scalar field mass in the case of the system PSR
J1738+0333. The solid line andregion of vertical dot-dash lines
correspond to the results of Alsing et al. (2012). The bold line
and region of horizontal dot-dash lines describe the results of
our work. The vertical bold line is the critical value of scalar
mass (mϕ = ω/c).
Table 3. Parameters PSR J1012+5307 (Lazaridis et al. 2009;
Callanan, Garnavich & Koester 1998)
Parameter Physical meaning Experimental value
Pb orbital period 0.60467271355(3) day
e eccentricity 0.12(3)×10−5
P˙obsb observational secular 0.50(14)×10−13
change of Pb
P˙intrb intrinsic secular 0.15(15)×10−13
change of Pb
P˙intrb /P˙
GR
b relation between P˙
intr
b 1.36(1.39)
and P˙GRb
m1 mass of the pulsar 1.64(22) M⊙
m2 mass of the white dwarf 0.16(2) M⊙
m total system mass 1.8(3) M⊙
to the account of ∂0ϕ 6= ∂rϕ. The PN corrections to the scalar
dipole and scalar dipole-octupole terms introduce insignifi-
cant deviations since they are smaller than the dipole term
for an order of magnitude. All deviations are reflected on
the Fig. 5.
Among mixed binary systems considered by
Alsing et al. (2012) the system PSR J1012+5307
is the only one with negligibly small eccentricity
(Callanan, Garnavich & Koester 1998; Lazaridis et al.
2009). The observational data for this system are reflected
in the Table 3. The mass of white dwarf was obtained from
spectroscopic observations and then, using pulsar timing
data, mass ratio was found (Callanan, Garnavich & Koester
1998). From our approach in the mixed binary PSR
J1012+5307 we obtain the following restrictions:
16
(3+2ωBD)
5
3
(4+2ωBD)
5
3
+
0.4(3+2ωBD)
2
3
(4+2ωBD)
5
3
(98)
+
8×103
2ωBD +4
− 7×10
32m2ϕ
2ωBD +4
6 4.14.
 B
D
Figure 6. Massive Brans-Dicke. Dependence of the ωBD upon
the scalar field mass in the case of the system PSR J1012+5307.
The solid line and region of vertical dot-dash lines correspond to
the results of Alsing et al. (2012) . The bold line and region of
horizontal dot-dash lines describe the results of our work. The
vertical line is the critical value of scalar mass (mϕ = ω/c).
The system PSR J1012+5307 gives the best restrictions
for the scalar field mass among considering system:
mϕ < 4×10−15(cm−1). (99)
However, the increasing of the accuracy in determining the
scalar field mass, causes the decreasing of accuracy the or-
bital period change value (98).
We choose the system PSR J1012+5307 following to the
work of Alsing et al. (2012). The deviations between our re-
sults and results of Alsing et al. (2012) in this system are re-
flected on the Fig. 6. The difference between two approaches
is smaller than in PSR J1738+0333, and restrictions on ωBD
are worse but ones on the scalar field mass are better. For all
parameters both of systems give the better constraints than
PSR J0737-3039. In the rest, the conclusions being correct
for PSR J1738+0333 are also true for PSR J1012+5307.
On the Fig. 7 we present all constraints from bi-
nary pulsars with restrictions on the massive Brans-
Dicke theory obtained from the PPN parameter γPPN
(Bertotti, Iess & Tortora 2003). It is clear that γPPN gives
the better constraints on the ωBD than all of considering bi-
nary pulsars. The mixed binary PSR J1012+5307 provides
the best bounds on the scalar field mass. Combining the
restrictions of these two systems are following:
ωBD > 36000, mϕ 6 4×10−15(cm−1). (100)
8 CONCLUSIONS
We considered the subclass of Horndeski gravity without
Vainshtein mechanism in the strong field regime of binary
pulsars. Our purpose was to impose restrictions on this sub-
class in the strong field limit. That is why we found the ex-
pression for the orbital period decay P˙thb predicted by stan-
dard massive scalar-tensor theories in quasi-circular orbit
approximation. The expression was obtained using the post-
Newtonian expansion (Eddington 1922) of the tensor and
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2018)
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B
D
Figure 7. Massive Brans-Dicke. Dependence of the ωBD upon
the scalar field mass. The solid line corresponds to the PSR
J1738+0333. The bold line describes the results for the PSR
J1012+5307. The line with triangles represents the PSR J0737-
3039. The region with vertical dot-dash lines contains the allow-
able values obtained from binary pulsars. The region with hor-
izontal dotted lines contains the allowable values obtained from
Cassini data for γPPN (Bertotti, Iess & Tortora 2003) .
scalar fields. The stress-energy pseudotensor was derived us-
ing the Noether theorem (Saffer, Yunes & Yagi 2018). We
showed that the orbital period change consists of two sec-
tors: tensor one and scalar one.
The tensor sector coincides with the value of the orbital
period decay predicted by GR (Will 1981) up to the effective
gravitational constant Gab between two bodies a and b. There
is neither monopole nor dipole radiations.
The scalar sector includes monopole, dipole,
quadrupole, and dipole-octupole terms. In addition,
we considered the PN corrections to the scalar dipole term.
The monopole term vanishes in the quasi-circular approx-
imation but all other terms survive. The dipole-octupole
contribution adds the negative modification to the scalar
energy flux at the same PN order as the scalar quadrupole
radiation.
To impose restrictions on the standard massive scalar-
tensor theories in binary pulsars we choose the obser-
vational data of mixed binary pulsar PSR J1738-0333
(Antoniadis et al. 2012). This system has the most accurate
data among mixed binary pulsars with small eccentricity at
the moment. In this system, the scalar dipole term has the
leading order in scalar sector. So we focused our attention
mostly on this contribution in addition to tensor quadrupole
term.
All terms of scalar sector depend on the propagation
speed of the massive scalar mode vϕ (ω,mϕ ). We showed that
constraints on the scalar field mass mϕ are completely inde-
pendent of the choice of a specific scalar-tensor theory with
the second-order field equations. The scalar field mass de-
pends only on the orbital period of binary pulsar Pb. The
greater orbital period causes the better scalar field mass re-
strictions. However, the greater the orbital period provides
the worse accuracy of the orbital period decay. The best con-
straints on the scalar field mass we obtained from the system
PSR J1012+5307 but this system has much worse measure-
ment accuracy of the orbital period change (Lazaridis et al.
2009) than PSR J1738+0333 (Antoniadis et al. 2012). How-
ever, the latter loses to the former in the magnitude of the
orbital period.
Not all scalar-tensor theories predict existence of sensi-
tivities. Regardless of the type of binary pulsar, only quadru-
pole contributions (tensor and scalar) remain in such theo-
ries. We showed that in gravitational models without sensi-
tivities the double binary pulsar PSR J0737-3039 gives the
best constraints on all parameters of the theory except the
scalar field mass.
We considered contributions of the PN corrections to
the scalar dipole term and the scalar cross dipole-octupole
term (see also paper of Zhang, Liu & Zhao (2017)). These
two terms have the same PN order as scalar quadrupole one
therefore they cannot be neglected a priori. However, we
showed directly that in two types of binary pulsars contri-
bution of the scalar dipole term and the scalar cross dipole-
octupole term are insignificant.
The important aspect of our work is evidence of injus-
tice of expression ∂rϕ =−∂0ϕ (see equations (58) and (59)).
Earlier the proof was given in the paper for the screened
modified gravity (Zhang, Liu & Zhao 2017) but we proved
injustice this equality using the example of the more general
case of scalar-tensor theory.
Also two specific cases of massive scalar-tensor grav-
ity were considered : the hybrid metric-Palatini f(R)-gravity
theory and the massive Brans-Dicke theory.
The hybrid f(R)-gravity is pure geometrical
(Capozziello et al. 2013) and there are no sensitivities.
Among two pulsars systems PSR J0737-3039 and PSR
J1738+0333 the former gives the most accurate restrictions
for the background value of scalar field φ0. Nevertheless,
the latter provides the best constraints on the scalar field
mass (due to value of the orbital period). We also tested
the hybrid f(R)-gravity in the Solar System using the
observational data for PPN parameter γPPN. From our
consideration it is clear that restrictions of φ0 obtained from
γPPN are ahead of accuracy of the constraints obtained from
PSR J0737-3039.
The another specific theory, which was considered in our
work, is the massive Brans-Dicke model. Earlier this theory
studied in detail in binary pulsars by Alsing et al. (2012)
and we were interested in comparison of their and our re-
sults. We tested the massive Brans-Dicke theory in three bi-
nary pulsars: PSR J0737-3039, PSR J1738+0333, and PSR
J1012+5307. The last system was taken into account for di-
rect comparison with the results of Alsing et al. (2012) and
ours. The direct comparison was also carried out for the
system PSR J0737-3039. Besides we apply the predication
for the orbital period change of Alsing et al. (2012) to the
system PSR J1738+0333 and compare with our results. We
clearly show that the differences are significant especially in
the system PSR J1738+0333. The difference between two
approaches is that we took into account additional contri-
butions to the scalar sector (the PN corrections to the scalar
dipole and the scalar dipole-octupole terms), as well as the
injustice of the expression ∂rϕ =−∂0ϕ (see equations (58 and
(59)). The contribution of the PN corrections to the scalar
field and the cross term are insignificant, but the equality
and inequality of ∂rϕ and −∂0ϕ leads to essentially different
results. Thus we showed by the example that it is necessary
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2018)
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take into account the inequality ∂rϕ 6=−∂0ϕ. In addition, we
consider the massive Brans-Dicke theory in the Solar Sys-
tem. After comparison of all constraints our conclusion is the
following: the best constraints on the massive Brans-Dicke
theory are obtained from mixed test of γPPN (restrictions on
ωBD) and PSR J1012+5307 (restrictions on mϕ ).
As the next step, we plan to investigate the general case
of Horndeski theory. One of the most important directions
of the further researches is obtaining the expression for sen-
sitivity and determination of it’s dependence of star mass in
the Horndeski gravity. Also other possible generalization of
our work is the test of the Horndeski gravity using all the set
of post-Keplerian parameters (Damour & Deruelle 1985).
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APPENDIX A: ORBITAL PERIOD CHANGE IN THE MASSIVE SCALAR-TENSOR THEORIES
After all the substitutions of parameters G12 from equation (28), and Ad , A¯d ,Aq,Ao from expressions (65) and (66) the first
derivative of the orbital period in the standard massive scalar-tensor theories takes the form:
P˙thb = −
192piµ
5m
(
2pim
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) 5
3
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